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ABSTRACT
We report on high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy of the ultracompact X-ray binary pulsar 4U
1626−67 with Chandra/HETGS acquired in 2010, two years after the pulsar experienced a torque
reversal. The well-known strong Ne and O emission lines with Keplerian profiles are shown to arise at
the inner edge of the magnetically-truncated accretion disk. We exclude a photoionization model for
these lines based on the absence of sharp radiative recombination continua. Instead, we show that the
lines arise from a collisional plasma in the inner-disk atmosphere, with T ≃ 107 K and ne ∼ 1017 cm−3.
We suggest that the lines are powered by X-ray heating of the optically-thick disk inner edge at nor-
mal incidence. Comparison of the line profiles in HETGS observations from 2000, 2003, and 2010
show that the inner disk radius decreased by a factor of two after the pulsar went from spin-down
to spin-up, as predicted by magnetic accretion torque theory. The inner disk is well inside the coro-
taton radius during spin-up, and slightly beyond the corotation radius during spin-down. Based on
the disk radius and accretion torque measured during steady spin-up, the pulsar’s X-ray luminosity is
(2.0+0.2
−0.4)× 1036 erg s−1, yielding a source distance of 3.5+0.2−0.3 kpc. The mass accretion rate is an order
of magnitude larger than expected from gravitational radiation reaction, possibly due to X-ray heating
of the donor. The line profiles also indicate a binary inclination of 39+20
−10 degrees, consistent with a
≃0.02 M⊙ donor star. Our emission measure analysis favors a He white dwarf or a highly-evolved
H-poor main sequence remnant for the donor star, rather than a C-O or O-Ne white dwarf. The
measured Ne/O ratio is 0.46±0.14 by number. In an appendix, we show how to express the emission
measure of a hydrogen-depleted collisional plasma without reference to a hydrogen number density.
Keywords: accretion, accretion disks — binaries: close — stars: neutron — stars: individual
(4U 1626−67) — X-rays: binaries
1. INTRODUCTION
The accretion-powered pulsar 4U 1626−67 is a rare
example of a strongly magnetized (∼ 1012 G) neu-
tron star in a low-mass X-ray binary (NS/LMXB), a
striking comparison to the weakly magnetized (∼ 108
G) neutron stars that are usually found in LMXBs.
The bright X-ray source was first identified by Uhuru
(Giacconi et al. 1972) and was soon shown to be an
X-ray pulsar with a period of 7.68 s (Rappaport et al.
1977). Since its discovery, its X-ray behavior and spin
evolution have been monitored in both the soft and hard
X-ray bands by many missions (e.g., Pravdo et al. 1979;
Nagase et al. 1984; Kii et al. 1986; Levine et al. 1988;
Shinoda et al. 1990; Mavromatakis 1994; Angelini et al.
1995; Chakrabarty et al. 1997; Camero-Arranz et al.
2010). The pulsar’s surface dipole magnetic field
strength of 3 × 1012 G is directly measured via an X-
ray cyclotron line (Orlandini et al. 1998; Coburn et al.
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2002; Iwakiri et al. 2012; D’Aı` et al. 2017; Iwakiri et al.
2019).
The presence of an accretion disk in 4U 1626−67 is
well established. The optical counterpart KZ TrA shows
pulsations at the X-ray period, interpreted as X-ray re-
processing in the disk (McClintock et al. 1977; Grindlay
1978; Ilovaisky et al. 1978; McClintock et al. 1980).
Double-peaked emission lines in the X-ray (Schulz et al.
2001) and the ultraviolet (Homer et al. 2002) are in-
dicative of Keplerian disk motion. Quasi-periodic os-
cillations (QPOs) in both X-rays (Shinoda et al. 1990;
Owens et al. 1997; Kommers et al. 1998; Kaur et al.
2008) and the optical band (Chakrabarty 1998;
Chakrabarty et al. 2001; Raman et al. 2016) are also
thought to arise in the accretion disk. Finally,
the long-term spin evolution of the pulsar is in-
dicative of magnetic disk accretion (Levine et al.
1988; Chakrabarty et al. 1997; Bildsten et al. 1997;
Camero-Arranz et al. 2010; Takagi et al. 2016).
4U 1626−67 is also well established as an ultracom-
pact binary (i.e., with orbital period below 80 min-
utes), the only one known to contain a strongly mag-
netized neutron star. There are stringent upper lim-
its on Doppler motion of the pulsar from X-ray timing
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Table 1. CHANDRA/HETGS X-RAY OBSERVATIONS
Chandra Start date Exposure Count ratea
ObsID (TT) (MJD) (ks) (ct s−1) Source state Ref.
104 2000 Sep 16, 14:57:01 51803.623 39.5 2.41 Faint, spin-down 1,2,3
3504 2003 Jun 03, 02:30:01 52793.104 94.8 1.68 Faint, spin-down 2,3
11058 2010 Jan 14, 11:53:01 55210.495 76.9 6.80 Bright, spin-up 3
References—(1) Schulz et al. 2001; (2) Krauss et al. 2007; (3) This work.
aFirst spectral order only.
measurements (Levine et al. 1988; Shinoda et al. 1990;
Chakrabarty et al. 1997; Jain et al. 2007). A persis-
tent lower sideband to the pulsation peak in the op-
tical power spectrum is thought to arise from repro-
cessing in a binary companion with a 42-minute or-
bital period (Middleditch et al. 1981; Chakrabarty 1998;
Chakrabarty et al. 2001; Raman et al. 2016). Com-
bined with the X-ray timing limits, this indicates
that 4U 1626−67 is an ultracompact binary with
an extremely low-mass companion (Levine et al. 1988;
Verbunt et al. 1990; Chakrabarty 1998).
Hydrogen-rich Roche-lobe–filling binaries have
a minimum orbital period around 80 min
(Paczynski & Sienkiewicz 1981; Rappaport et al. 1982).
Ultracompact binaries must therefore have H-depleted
mass donors (Nelson et al. 1986; Pylyser & Savonije
1988, 1989; Nelemans et al. 2010). Indeed, there is a
complete absence of H or He lines in the optical and
ultraviolet spectra of 4U 1626−67 (Werner et al. 2006;
Nelemans et al. 2006). However, X-ray spectroscopy
reveals a strong complex of Ne and O emission lines
around 1 keV (Angelini et al. 1995; Owens et al. 1997;
Schulz et al. 2001; Krauss et al. 2007), and ultraviolet
spectroscopy indicates weak emission lines of C and O
(Homer et al. 2002). Based on these measurements, the
donor may be a C-O white dwarf, or possibly an O-
Ne white dwarf (Schulz et al. 2001; Werner et al. 2006;
Nelemans et al. 2006). However, an analysis of binary
evolution and disk stability issues favors a He white
dwarf donor (Heinke et al. 2013).
The spin history of the 4U 1626−67 pulsar is remark-
able. For many years after its discovery in 1977, the
pulsar was spun up at a nearly constant rate by accre-
tion until undergoing an abrupt (but unobserved) torque
reversal in 1990, followed by spin-down at nearly the
same rate (Chakrabarty et al. 1997). This steady spin-
down continued until another torque reversal in 2008,
which has been followed by a resumption steady spin-up
(Camero-Arranz et al. 2010; Jain et al. 2010). The X-
ray flux is higher during spin-up than during spin-down
(Chakrabarty et al. 1997; Camero-Arranz et al. 2010).
The overall X-ray spectral continuum shape also corre-
lates with the torque state (Camero-Arranz et al. 2012).
The complex X-ray pulse shape is also strongly de-
pendent upon the torque state in a systematic way
(Beri et al. 2014). These correlations suggest that the
torque reversals are accompanied by discrete, systematic
changes in the inner accretion flow properties.
In this paper, we present the first analysis of a deep,
high-resolution X-ray spectrum of 4U 1626−67 dur-
ing the bright spin-up state, acquired in 2010 using
the High-Energy Transmission Grating Spectrometer
(HETGS; Canizares et al. 2005) on the Chandra X-ray
Observatory. We also reanalyzed two previous deep
HETGS spectra taken in 2000 and 2003 during the faint
spin-down state for comparison. The 2000 and 2003
observations were previously analyzed by Schulz et al.
(2001) and Krauss et al. (2007). Preliminary reports on
some of our results for the 2010 observation have been
presented elsewhere (Schulz et al. 2011, 2013).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
A summary of the three Chandra/HETGS observa-
tions of 4U 1626−67 we analyzed is given in Table 1.
The data were reduced using the CIAO X-ray data anal-
ysis package, along with the most recent calibration
(CALDB) products and processing procedures from the
Chandra Transmission Grating Catalog and Archive1
(TGCat; Huenemoerder et al. 2011). X-ray spectral
analysis was performed using the ISIS2 package, along
with spectral model functions imported from XSPEC.
Uncertainties were 90% confidence limits calculated us-
ing the multi-parameter grid search utility conf loop in
ISIS.
The zeroth-order point-spread function (PSF) of the
2010 observation was mildly affected by photon pileup.
An improved zeroth-order position was determined us-
ing the ISIS tool findzo.sl, which uses the intersection
of the PSF read-out streak and the HETG dispersion
tracks.
1 See http://tgcat.mit.edu
2 See http://space.mit.edu/ASC/ISIS
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Figure 1. The 0.5–10 keV X-ray light curves of 4U 1626−67
(from first-order HETGS spectra) from the two different
source states, plotted on the same scale, binned at 40 s res-
olution. The count rate is plotted in ct s−1. Top: The 2003
observation during the faint spin-down state. The X-ray flux
is steady. Bottom: The 2010 observation during the bright
spin-up state. There is considerable structure in the 2010
light curve.
2.1. Light Curve and X-Ray Flux
Figure 1 compares the 0.5–10 keV light curves of two
Chandra/HETGS observations of 4U 1626−67 in 10-s
bins. The 2003 observation (top panel), taken during
faint spin-down state, had a low average count rate of
2.41 ct s−1 and exhibited no significant variability above
the Poisson level. The 2010 observation (bottom panel),
taken during the bright spin-up state, had a much higher
average count rate of 6.80 ct s−1. The 2010 light curve
also contained significant structure. There was flaring
throughout the observation, with peak intensities vary-
ing between 12 and 25 ct s−1. There are also two sig-
nificant events at 33.5 ks and 65 ks into the observa-
tion, which each consisted of a period of strong flaring
followed by a broad intensity dip and finally a rapid re-
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Figure 2. Detailed view of the 0.5–10 keV X-ray light curve
of the 2010 observation of 4U 1626−67 during its bright spin-
up state, binned at 10 s resolution. The count rate is plotted
in ct s−1. This flaring and dipping behavior is absent in
observations during the faint spin-down state.
covery to the persistent flux level. The two events do
not appear to be associated with a strict periodicity, as
they were separated by 31.5 ks and no similar event was
observed at the beginning of the observation. Figure 2
shows a detailed view of the flare/dip events from the
2010 observation. Qualitatively, the behavior may be
indicative of a quasi-periodic cycle as follows: an inter-
val of intermittent weak flares, followed by successively
more frequent and stronger flares, followed by an abrupt
(< 103 s) factor of two dip in the persistent flux. The
dip then recovered in 1500–2000 s and was followed by
another interval of intermittent weak flaring.
The 2010 dataset, because of the significantly higher
flux, is much more suitable to search for pulsed emis-
4 Schulz et al.
Table 2. LINE-FREE CONTINUUM SPECTRAL FITS
Observation year
Parameter Units 2000 2003 2010
Absorption column density, NH 10
21 cm−2 1.30(14) 1.21(15) 1.25(5)
Power-law normalization at 1 keV, Apl 10
−2 ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1 1.21(1) 0.82(1) 3.82(2)
Power-law photon indexa, Γ · · · 0.87(1) 0.79(1) 1.18(1)
Blackbody temperature, kT keV 0.23(1) 0.21(1) 0.48(1)
Blackbody normalization, (Rkm/D10kpc)
2 · · · 405+82−70 465
+83
−72 90(4)
Absorbed 0.5–10 keV flux, F 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 2.2 1.7 4.6
Fit statistic, χ2ν/dof · · · 0.94 1.05 1.25
adN/dE ∝ E−Γ.
sion at the 7.7 s pulse period. We find a pulsed fraction
in the 3–4 keV band of 11.4±0.8% and lower fractions
at lower energies, consistent with average fractions re-
ported by Levine et al. (1988), With the HETGS data,
however, we can also search for pulsed line emission.
For the full Ne X and O VIII lines we find 3σ upper lim-
its of < 6% on the pulsed fraction. However, focusing
just on the Doppler peaks (i.e., regions lying ± 3000 km
s−1 from the line centroids), the corresponding 3σ upper
limits are < 9.8% and < 11.7%, respectively.
2.2. Continuum Spectra
The X-ray spectrum of 4U 1626−67 consists of a con-
tinuum spectrum with strong, broad line emission su-
perimposed. Following the procedure of Krauss et al.
(2007), we fit the continuum spectrum by first excluding
the emission line regions. As in most previous studies
of the source, we modeled the continuum as consisting
of power-law and blackbody components, both subject
to interstellar absorption. We used the XSPEC tbabs
model for interstellar absorption, with the interstellar
abundance distribution of Wilms et al. (2000) and the
photoelectric cross-sections of Verner et al. (1996). The
corresponding XSPEC continuum model function was
tbabs*(bbodyrad+powerlaw).
Our spectral fit parameters to the line-free continuum
for all three observations are shown in Table 2, and a
plot of the 2003 and 2010 observations is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Our continuum model provides a good fit to all
three data sets. The interstellar absorption column den-
sity measured in the 2010 data is consistent with the
earlier measurements, and there were no significant ab-
sorption edges detected in excess interstellar absorption.
However, the model parameters for the power-law and
blackbody components were significantly changed in the
bright spin-up observation of 2010 relative to the faint
spin-down observations of 2000 and 2003. The power-
law slope was significantly steeper in the 2010 obser-
vation, while the blackbody temperature doubled and
the blackbody normalization was significantly smaller.
It is interesting to note that the power-law index mea-
sured during the earlier bright spin-up state in 1977–
1990 was also steeper than typically observed during the
faint spin-down state (see, e.g., Figure 3 of Pravdo et al.
1979). This supports the idea that there are distinct X-
ray spectral states associated with the pulsar accretion
torque states.
2.3. Emission lines
A list of the spectral features of interest for
4U 1626−67, and whether or not they were detected
in the 2010 observation, is given in Table 3. All three
HETGS observations of 4U 1626−67 contain strong,
broad lines of Ne and O. However, the Ne/O emission
line complex was nearly an order of magnitude stronger
in the 2010 observation than in either of the previous
observations. This is despite the fact that the contin-
uum flux in 2010 was only a few times brighter than
previously observed. A summary of the Ne and O line
strengths in the three HETGS observations is given in
Table 4.
The He-like Ne IX and O VII lines are triplets, and
the relative strengths of these triplet lines can provide a
diagnostic of the plasma conditions in the line forming
region (Porquet et al. 2010). Schulz et al. (2001) and
Krauss et al. (2007) previously used the He-like triplets
to investigate both the temperature and the density of
the line forming regions in 4U 1626−67. They inferred
an electron temperature Te & 10
6 K and a high elec-
tron density. However, Krauss et al. (2007) also noted
that the density diagnostic power of the He-like triplets
could be spoiled by the presence of a strong ultraviolet
continuum, although they did not attempt to evaluate
that risk quantitatively. This concern turns out to be
valid. As we show in Appendix A, the ultraviolet con-
tinuum expected from the accretion disk in 4U 1626−67
is more than sufficient to distort the relative strength of
the He-like triplets, rendering them unusable as a den-
sity diagnostic in this source.
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Figure 3. Fits of the line-free X-ray continuum of 4U
1626−67. The top panel shows the 2003 observation dur-
ing the faint spin-down state. The bottom panel shows the
2010 observation during the bright spin-up state. The green
curves are the absorbed blackbody component, and the red
curves the absorbed power-law component. The total ab-
sorbed model spectrum is shown in blue.
The tremendous strength of the 2010 emission lines
makes them ideal for kinematic analysis. We confined
our attention to the intrinsically singlet hydrogen-like
Lyα lines of Ne X and O VIII. Figure 4 shows the pro-
files of these lines in velocity space. For both line pro-
files, we observed a velocity range of ±4000 km s−1. The
line shapes are strongly indicative of Doppler-shifted line
pairs with a Keplerian profile. When fitted by a pair of
Gaussians, we find line shifts of±2200 km s−1 and a full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 1800 km s−1, which
are consistent with previous observations (Krauss et al.
2007). Both lines have similar kinematic properties, in-
dicating that they are both formed at around the same
radius in the accretion disk.
Table 3. 2010 X-RAY SPECTRAL FEATURES
Wavelength (A˚) Feature Detected?
1.94 Fe i–x Kα yes
9.15 Ne X RRC edge no
9.71 Ne X Ly γ no
10.24 Ne X Lyβ no
12.13 Ne X Lyα yes
13.44 Ne IX triplet (r) marginal
13.55 Ne IX triplet (i) yes
13.70 Ne IX triplet (f) marginal
14.30 O VIII RRC edge no
15.17 O VIII Ly γ no
16.01 O VIII Ly β no
18.97 O VIII Lyα yes
21.60 O VII triplet (r) marginal
21.80 O VII triplet (i) yes
22.10 O VII triplet (f) marginal
Note—The He-like triplets have three components:
resonance (r), intercombination (i), and forbidden
(f).
Figure 4. The Keplerian line profiles of the hydrogen-like
Lyα lines of Ne X (red) and O VIII (blue), from the 2010
observation. The lines are plotted on a velocity scale centered
on their rest wavelengths. The O VIII flux has been re-scaled
by a factor of 10 in order for comparison with the Ne X line.
The velocity structure of the two lines is essentially identical,
indicating that they are both formed at approximately the
same accretion disk radius.
6 Schulz et al.
Table 4. NEON AND OXYGEN EMISSION LINE STRENGTHS
Emission line fluxa,b H G R
Year Component h r i f (h/r) ([f + i]/r) (f/i) Refs.
2000 Ne blue wing 15.8 < 1.8 5.0 < 1.9 > 9 > 3 < 0.4 1
Ne red wing 23.8 < 1.8 5.0 < 1.9 > 13 > 3 < 0.4 1
O blue wing 26.3 12.8 19.8 < 12.8 2 ∼ 2 < 0.6 1
O red wing 21.6 12.8 19.8 < 12.8 1.7 ∼ 2 < 0.6 1
2003 Ne blue wing 8.2 < 2.1 2.3 < 1.2 > 4 > 1.1 < 0.5 1
Ne red wing 10.5 < 2.1 2.3 < 1.2 > 5 > 1.1 < 0.5 1
O blue wing 13.0 < 10 13.6 < 2.7 > 1 > 1.4 < 0.2 1
O red wing 13.7 < 10 13.6 < 2.7 > 1 > 1.4 < 0.2 1
2010 Ne blue wing 83.4 < 11.3 10.9 < 10.6 > 8 > 1 < 1 2
Ne red wing 89.6 < 11.3 10.9 < 10.6 > 8.5 > 1 < 1 2
O blue wing 97.5 < 29.0 43.7 < 34.8 > 3.4 > 1.5 < 0.8 2
O red wing 117.0 < 29.0 43.7 < 34.8 > 4 > 1.5 < 0.8 2
References—(1) Krauss et al. 2007; (2) This work.
aGaussian line flux in units of 10−5 ph cm−2 s−1.
b In these columns, h refers to the hydrogen-like Lyα line (Ne X or O VIII); r, i, and f refer
to the helium-like triplets (Ne IX or O VII).
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Figure 5. Fits of the shape of the Ne X line in the 2010
observation. Top: Fit using the multi-component APEC
model described in Section 3.2. Bottom: Fit using the
diskline model described in Section 2.3. Both models fit
the data adequately.
We further examined the Keplerian nature of these
line shapes by fitting them with the XSPEC diskline
model for line emission from a Keplerian accretion disk
(Fabian et al. 1989). The parameters for this model are
the line wavelength, the disk inclination angle id, the
inner and outer disk radii (rin and rout) for the line
emitting region, and the line emissivity index q (where
the line emissivity scales with disk radius as rq). Al-
though the model was originally designed for use with
fluorescent lines from a black hole accretion disk, it
should be generally applicable to any disk line emission
(although possibly with different emissivity behavior).
We fit a narrow region around each of the hydrogen-
like lines in the 2010 data using the XSPEC model
powerlaw+diskline. We tied id and q between the two
line fits, but allowed for separate disk radii. We found
that choosing q = −3.6 gave the best fits for the 2010
data, and so held q fixed at this value. The model fit
the data well. Figure 5 shows the fit to the 2010 Ne X
line. The parameters λ0, id, rin were well determined,
but the outer radius rout was essentially unconstrained.
This is not surprising, since the outer radius produces
the smallest Doppler shifts.
We also attempted the same analysis on the earlier
data from the faint spin-down state. We combined the
2000 and 2003 line spectra in order to improve the statis-
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Table 5. DISK LINE PROFILE FITS TO HYDROGEN-LIKE LINES
2010 (spin-up) Joint 2000+2003 (spin-down)
Parameter Units Ne X O VIII Ne X O VIII
Central wavelength, λ A˚ 12.13(1) 18.97(1) 12.13(1) 18.97(1)
Line flux, F 10−2 ph cm−2 s−1 0.19(1) 0.22(3) 0.017(4) 0.018(5)
Emissivity indexa, q · · · −3.6 −3.6 −4.6 −4.6
Inner disk radius, rin 10
3GMx/c
2 1.8+0.2−0.5 1.7
+0.2
−0.1 3.9
+0.7
−0.9 3.8
+0.2
−0.6
Outer disk radius, rout 10
3GMx/c
2 10.9+10.2−2.8 3.8
+1.3
−0.6 94.3
+5.6
−81.0 14.6
+7.4
−10.6
Disk inclination, id degrees 39.0
+10.2
−5.2 (tied) (tied) (tied)
Fit statistic, χ2ν/dof · · · 1.09 (tied) (tied) (tied)
aLine emissivity scales with disk radius as as rq .
Note—Lines are fit to the XSPEC diskline model (Fabian et al. 1989). Single-parameter uncertainties are quoted. However,
rin and id are highly correlated (see Figure 6).
tics. We fit these combined data simultaneously with the
2010 data, requiring the same inclination angle for all
the data but allowing for different disk radii for each line
and the two spin-state epochs (2000+2003 and 2010).
We held q fixed at −3.6 for the 2010 data and −4.6
for the 2000+2003 data, based on preliminary fitting re-
sults. The combined best-fit parameters are given listed
in Table 5. The inner disk radius of the emitting region
is consistent between the Ne and O lines for each obser-
vation, with the radius decreasing by a factor of two be-
tween spin-down (2000+2003) and spin-up (2010). The
fits for id and rin are highly correlated, as shown in
Figure 6. Accounting for this correlation, the best-fit
disk inclination is id = 39
+20
−10 degrees (or equivalently
sin i = 0.63+0.23
−0.15).
We detected a weak emission line feature in the Fe
K line region of the 2010 observation. The Fe line de-
tection in these data has already been reported inde-
pendently by Koliopanos & Gilfanov (2016). Figure 7
shows the continuum fit in the 1.5–3 A˚ region. A Gaus-
sian line fit gives a wavelength of 1.94±0.06 A˚ (6.4 keV)
and an equivalent width of about 6 mA˚ (20 eV). The
line appeared unresolved, with an upper limit on the
line width of σ = 9 mA˚. The line location was con-
sistent with fluorescence from near neutral ionization
states, i.e. Fe I–Fe X. The fit leaves a broad residual at
shorter wavelengths consistent with Fe XXV, but its sig-
nificance is less than 2 σ. The fluorescence line appeared
to be persistent. It was not detected separately during
the flares, but this is probably due to the low signal-to-
noise ratio during these events. There were no other
detections of line fluorescence in the spectrum. The
line was not detected in previous Chandra observations.
Our detection in the 2010 observation is consistent with
other reports of weak Fe line emission in 4U 1626−67
since the 2008 torque reversal and X-ray brighten-
Figure 6. Contour plot for the diskline fit for the Ne X line
from the 2010 observation, showing disk inclination angle id
versus inner disk radius rin. The red, green, blue contours
represent 1, 2, and 3 sigma contours, respectively. Account-
ing for the correlation of id and rout, the best-fit disk incli-
nation is id = 39
+20
−10 degrees.
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Figure 7. The fluorescent Fe K line in the 2010 observation.
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ing (Camero-Arranz et al. 2012; Koliopanos & Gilfanov
2016; D’Aı` et al. 2017; Iwakiri et al. 2019).
3. IONIZATION MODELING
Previous HETGS studies of 4U 1626−67 modeled the
emission lines as double-Gaussian lines (Schulz et al.
2001; Krauss et al. 2007), without attempting to ac-
count for their relative strengths by modeling the un-
derlying plasma conditions. Many steady-state astro-
physical plasmas are in either photoionization equilib-
rium or collisional ionization equilibrium, although a hy-
brid state is possible as well (Pradhan & Nahar 2011).
However, the accretion disk atmosphere and corona of
a NS/LMXB like 4U 1626−67 is usually assumed to
be photoionized, since the disk is known to be illu-
minated by a strong central X-ray continuum source
(Jimenez-Garate et al. 2002). In this section, we explic-
itly examine both scenarios for 4U 1626−67.
3.1. Photoionized Emission
In a photoionized plasma, the physical conditions are
set by the incident radiation field (see, e.g., Mewe 1999;
Liedahl 1999; Pradhan & Nahar 2011). This is de-
scribed by the ionization parameter ξ = L/ne r
2, where
L is the ionizing luminosity from a source at distance
r, and ne is the electron density. We modeled the line-
emitting plasma in the 2010 observation in ISIS using
the XSPEC model photemis, a variant of the warmabs
model provided by the XSTAR code3 for modeling of
photoionized plasmas (Kallman & Bautista 2001). The
standard version of this model assumes that the ioniz-
ing radiation has a Γ = 2 power-law spectrum; this is
a slightly steeper power-law than what is actually ob-
served, but it is close enough for our purposes.
The double-peaked Keplerian lines were modeled as
pairs (blue and red wings) with equal and opposite
Doppler shifts. We found that a single ionization pa-
rameter value could account for either the hydrogen-
like lines of O and Ne or the helium-like lines, but
not both the hydrogen-like and helium-like features at
the same time. Instead, we used a four-component
photoionization model, consisting of two ionization pa-
rameters (for H-like and He-like features), with each
having two line wings (blue and red). These compo-
nents were combined with the continuum model de-
scribed earlier to produce a global model, equivalent
to the XSPEC model tbabs*(bbodyrad + powerlaw
+ photoemis(1) + photoemis(2) + photoemis(3) +
photoemis(4)).
The best-fit model required log ξ = 2.2 (cgs) for the
He-like lines and log ξ = 2.6 for the H-like lines. How-
ever, the fit was poor, with a reduced χ2ν value of over
5. The residuals are shown in Figure 8. The most se-
rious problems are the overprediction of both the ra-
3 See https://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/software/xstar/xstar.html
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Figure 8. Spectral fit of the 2010 observation using a pho-
toionization model. The fit quality is poor. The predicted
radiative recombination continuum edges of Ne X and O VIII
are conspicuously absent.
diative recombination continuua (RRC) and the Lyβ
lines of Ne X and O VIII. The Ne X RRC residual is
especially pronounced. The suppression of RRC fea-
tures corresponds to a high electron temperature Te (and
hence a large log ξ), such that kTe is comparable to or
larger than the ionization energy of the recombined state
(Hatchett et al. 1976; Liedahl & Paerels 1996), which is
1.3 keV for Ne X. Our fit values of log ξ correspond to a
very low temperature kTe ≃ 20 eV (Kallman & Bautista
2001), which is why the RRC features are so sharp in
the model. An ionization parameter large enough to
suppress the RRCs would not be able to reproduce the
observed strengths of the H-like lines. This issue is un-
related to the slight mismatch in the slope of the pho-
toionizing continuum assumed in our model. It is simply
not possible to reconcile our observed line strengths with
the simultaneous absence of RRCs using a photoioniza-
tion model. We found the same problem in the 2000 and
2003 data, though with lower significance. We conclude
that a pure photoionization model is ruled out for the
line-emitting plasma in 4U 1626−67.
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3.2. Collisionally Ionized Emission
In a collisionally ionized plasma, conditions are con-
trolled by the electron temperature Te (see, e.g., Mewe
1999; Pradhan & Nahar 2011). We can fit our data us-
ing one of the APEC spectral models for optically-thin
collisional plasmas, calculated using the Astrophysical
Plasma Emission Database (APED4) available in both
ISIS and XSPEC (Smith et al. 2001). There are, how-
ever, some complications involved in our analysis. In a
purely collisional plasma, Te is essentially determined by
the shape of the bremsstrahlung continuum spectrum,
with the elemental abundances set by the relative emis-
sion line strengths and the emission measure set by the
overall normalization. In our case, however, the brems-
strahlung emission is weak (a few percent) compared
to the blackbody and power-law continuum components
from the central X-ray source. We must therefore in-
clude these illumination components in our model.
Another complication is that the APEC models were
designed to work with H-rich plasmas, with nearly
all the free electrons coming from the ionization of H
and He. In the case of an ultracompact binary like
4U 1626−67, we expect that the accretion disk consists
of a H-free (and He-free) plasma, so that the electrons
must come from heavier elements. Although the XSPEC
model vvapec allows for zero abundance of H and He
in generating the model spectrum, the model normal-
ization is still expressed in terms of the usual emission
measure,
EM =
∫
ne nH dV, (1)
which is defined in terms of the hydrogen number den-
sity, nH. We show in Appendix B how the APEC nor-
malization can be re-expressed in terms of an equivalent
definition of the emission measure that does not refer to
nH,
EM =
∫
βn2e dV, (2)
where the value of the dimensionless constant β will
depend upon the assumed composition of the plasma.
Note that the correction factor β is calculated using the
fit abundances for a specific observation. It is not gen-
erally a unique property of a particular plasma compo-
sition, except in the H-rich case.
We modeled the line emitting plasma in ISIS using the
equivalent of the XSPEC model vvapec. The parame-
ter Ab(Z) is the number abundance of element Z rela-
tive to the solar abundance model of Anders & Grevesse
(1989). An ordinary C-O white dwarf typically con-
tains an equal mass of C and O (Segretain et al. 1994),
corresponding to nC/nO = 16/12. We therefore fixed
Ab(C) = 3.13× Ab(O) in order to achieve this fraction.
(Since there are no detectable C features in the HETGS
4 See http://atomdb.org
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Figure 9. Spectral fit of the 2010 observation using a colli-
sional ionization model. The model fits very well. The Ne X
Lyβ line at 10.24 A˚ is overpredicted.
bandpass, this step did not end up having any practical
effect.) We then set the abundance of all elements (in-
cluding H and He) to zero, except for Ne, O, and C, and
we left Ab(Ne) and Ab(O) as free parameters.
As in the photoionized case, we modeled the double-
peaked Keplerian lines as Doppler-shifted pairs (blue
and red line wings). A single value of Te could fit the
lines of Ne X, Ne IX, and O VIII, but not O VII (which
required a lower temperature plasma). We therefore
used a four-component collisional model consisting of
two temperatures and two line wings (blue and red).
These APEC components were combined with the con-
tinuum model described earlier to produce a global
model. For a given temperature component, both sub-
components (blue and red) shared the same velocity
width and had equal and opposite Doppler shifts. Also,
all APEC components used the same abundances. For
the 2010 data, the shape of the Ne X line required adding
a fifth APEC component, corresponding to zero Doppler
shift (for the line center). The global model used was
thus equivalent to the XSPEC model tbabs*(bbodyrad
+ powerlaw + vvapec(1) + vvapec(2) + vvapec(3)
+ vvapec(4) + vvapec(5)).
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Table 6. COLLISIONAL SPECTRAL FIT PARAMETERS
Parameter Units 2000 Sep 2003 Jun 2010 Jan
Continuum parameters
Interstellar column density, NH (fixed) 10
22 cm−2 0.12 0.12 0.12
Blackbody temperature, kTbb keV 0.27(1) 0.22(1) 0.50(1)
Blackbody normalization, (Rkm/D10kpc)
2 · · · 234+46−37 287
+72
−56 96(10)
Power-law photon index, Γ · · · 0.80(5) 0.78(3) 1.07(3)
Power-law normalization at 1 keV, KPL 10
−2 ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1 1.09(6) 0.81(3) 3.16(12)
APEC elemental abundances relative to solara
Hydrogen abundance, Ab(H) (fixed) · · · 0 0 0
Helium abundance, Ab(He) (fixed) · · · 0 0 0
Carbon abundanceb, Ab(C) (fixed) · · · 3.13 Ab(O) 3.13 Ab(O) 3.13 Ab(O)
Oxygen abundance, Ab(O) · · · 1.41(36) 1.0(2) 0.8(2)
Neon abundance, Ab(Ne) · · · 4.6(4) 2.58(23) 2.6(5)
APEC, hot components
Electron temperature, Th 10
6 K 8.5+2.5−1.2 7.9
+2.4
−0.7 10.2(8)
Turbulent velocity, vh km s
−1 2130+560−340 1790
+310
−230 1670(120)
Redshift (blue and red wings), zh 10
−2 ±0.60(6) ±0.58(5) ±0.87(3)
Normalizationc, blue wing, K1 10
−2 cm−5 0.12(2) 0.10(3) 0.90(14)
Normalizationc, red wing, K2 10
−2 cm−5 0.17(2) 0.13(4) 0.91(15)
Normalizationc, line center, K5 10
−2 cm−5 · · · · · · 0.36(10)
APEC, cool components
Electron temperature, Tc 10
6 K 1.3+0.6−0.5 1.7
+0.3
−0.6 2.0
+0.1
−0.3
Turbulent velocity, vc (fixed) km s
−1 2000 2000 2000
Redshift (blue and red wings), zc 10
−2 ±0.9(3) ±0.55(25) ±1.22(25)
Normalizationc, blue wing, K3 10
−2 cm−5 <0.07 <0.05 0.02+0.04−0.01
Normalizationc, red wing, K4 10
−2 cm−5 0.36(12) 0.12(4) 0.20+0.11−0.07
Fit statistic, χ2ν/dof · · · 1.01 1.03 1.21
aMultiplies solar abundance ratio relative to H, (nX/nH)⊙, taken from Anders & Grevesse (1989).
bAssume equal amounts of C and O by mass, as in a C-O dwarf.
cNominally (10−14/4piD2)
∫
ne nHdV . See Appendix B.
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This collisional model fits the data very well. The
best-fit parameters for all three observations are listed
in Table 6, and the fit to the 2010 observation is shown
in Figure 9. The fit correctly reproduces nearly all the
features in the spectrum. The only significant residual
is a slight overprediction of the Lyβ line of hydrogen-
like Ne X. The abundance fits imply that nNe/nO =
0.46± 0.14, independent of the overall plasma composi-
tion (see Appendix B). We conclude that the Ne and O
lines in 4U 1626−67 are consistent with emission from
a collisionally ionized plasma.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Location of line-emitting region
The Keplerian profiles of the Ne and O emission lines
in 4U 1626−67 make clear that the lines arise in the
accretion disk. The disk in this source extends from
the pulsar magnetosphere around radius r ∼ 108 cm to
the neutron star’s tidal radius around r ≈ 2 × 1010 cm
(Chakrabarty 1998). The similar line profiles observed
for Ne X and O VIII show that they both arise at the
same disk radius.
We can estimate this radius using our line profile fits
for the hydrogen-like lines of Ne and O (Table 5). We
assume that the lines arise in an annular region of the
disk. For the 2010 observation obtained during spin-up
of the pulsar, the inner radius of this annulus is
rin ≈ 1800
(
GMx
c2
)
= 3.7× 108M1.4 cm, (3)
where we have taken id = 39
◦. We see that the line
profile fits place the emission region at or near the inner
edge of the accretion disk, where it is truncated by the
pulsar’s magnetosphere.
It is interesting to compare this to the radius found
during spin-down of the pulsar. From the 2000/2003
spin-down observations, we find
rin ≈ 4000
(
GMx
c2
)
= 8.3× 108M1.4 cm. (4)
There was a clear change in the location of the inner
disk edge associated with the torque reversal: rin was
more than twice as large during spin-down than during
spin-up. This is consistent with standard magnetic ac-
cretion torque theory (e.g., Ghosh & Lamb 1979), which
predicts that pulsar spin-up occurs when a large mass
accretion rate M˙ (corresponding to a high X-ray lumi-
nosity) pushes the magnetospheric boundary inward to
smaller radii. The theory further predicts that spin-
down occurs at lower M˙ , when the inner disk has a
larger radius, close to (but inside) the so-called corota-
tion radius (where the Keplerian and pulsar rotational
angular velocities are equal),
rco =
(
GMxP
2
4pi2
)1/3
= 6.5× 108M1/31.4 cm, (5)
where P = 7.7 s is the pulsar spin period. Our observa-
tions provide a clear demonstration of this trend. How-
ever, we formally find rin > rco during spin down, con-
tradicting the theoretical expectation that rin . rco for
steady accretion (Ghosh & Lamb 1979). In our case,
this condition is only satisfied for Mx . 1M⊙, which is
implausible for a neutron star. This may be evidence
that the magnetosphere couples to the disk outside the
corotation radius, possibly involving the so-called “dead
disk” region (D’Angelo & Spruit 2010, 2012). We note,
however, that rin < rco is still allowed by the uncertainty
in the rin measurement.
4.2. Accretion rate, luminosity, and source distance
We can use our measured disk radius during steady
pulsar spin-up to infer the mass accretion rate M˙ and
hence the distance to the source. For steady long-term
spin-up via magnetic accretion torques, we can assume
that the magnetospheric radius rm lies well inside rco,
so that the spin derivative of the pulsar should obey
2pi I ν˙ = M˙
√
GMx rm , (6)
where ν˙ is the pulsar’s spin frequency derivative
and I is the pulsar’s moment of inertia. Based
on monitoring with the Fermi/GBM instrument5
(Camero-Arranz et al. 2010), the pulsar’s spin-up rate
during our 2010 observation was ν˙ = 4.4×10−13 Hz s−1.
If we include the uncertainty arising from the correlation
with id, our measured inner disk radius from the 2010
observation was rin = (3.7
+1.8
−0.7) × 108M1.4 cm. Taking
rm = rin, our 2010 line fit implies a mass accretion rate
of
M˙ =(1.1+0.1
−0.2)× 1016 I45M−11.4 g s−1
=(1.7+0.2
−0.4)× 10−10 I45M−11.4 M⊙ yr−1, (7)
and an X-ray luminosity of
Lx =
GMxM˙
R
= (2.0+0.2
−0.4)× 1036 I45R−110 erg s−1, (8)
where I45 is I in units of 10
45 g cm2 and R = 10R10 km
is the neutron star radius. We can compare this to
the unabsorbed 0.1–10 keV X-ray flux Fx = 5.3 ×
10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 measured in our 2010 observation.
Based on a 2015 NuSTAR observation in the same spec-
tral state (D’Aı` et al. 2017), we estimate the bolometric
correction factor to be fbol = 2.5 ± 0.1. We can then
determine the source distance to be
D = (3.5+0.2
−0.3) I
1/2
45 R
−1/2
10
(
fbol
2.5
)−1/2
kpc. (9)
5 See http://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/gbm/science/pulsars/
lightcurves/4u1626.html
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Because D depdends on the magnetospheric radius
only as r
−1/4
m , we are able to derive a relatively pre-
cise distance despite the significant uncertainty on rin.
Given the source’s Galactic latitude of b = −13◦, a
3.5 kpc distance means that 4U 1626−67 lies 0.8 kpc
out of the Galactic plane. Our distance agrees with
the optical parallactic distance of 3.5+2.3
−1.3 kpc from Gaia
(Bailer-Jones et al. 2018). It does not lie within the 5–
13 kpc distance range inferred from optical reprocess-
ing of the X-ray flux (Chakrabarty 1998), but that ap-
pears to be at least partially because of the assump-
tion of cos i ≈ 1 made in that study. If we repeat the
Chakrabarty (1998) optical reprocessing analysis with
our X-ray–fitted value of cos i = 0.78, we obtain a
marginally consistent distance range of 3.5–10 kpc.
4.3. Ionization conditions
The presence of strong collisional ionization in the in-
ner disk is surprising, given that it is illuminated by
X-ray emission from the accreting neutron star. From
simple energetics, we expect radiative heating to domi-
nate internal viscous heating at the accretion disk pho-
tosphere for disk radii beyond
r & 1.6× 108M1.4
(
1− η
0.1
)−1(
sin θ
0.1
)−1 ( εx
0.2
)−1
cm ,
(10)
where η is the X-ray albedo, θ is the grazing angle of the
incident illumination of the disk by the neutron star,
and εx is the accretion efficiency (Chakrabarty 1998;
Jimenez-Garate et al. 2002). This suggests that pho-
toionization should be important throughout the accre-
tion disk in 4U 1626−67.
It is instructive to make a simple calculation of the ion-
ization conditions of the plasma. In steady-state, each
ion Z+i with atomic number Z and charge i obeys the
ionization balance equation,
nZ,i[ζZ,i + ne(αZ,i + α
D
Z,i + CZ,i)] =
nZ,i+1 ne(αZ,i+1 + α
D
Z,i+1)
+ nZ,i−1(ζZ,i−1 + ne CZ,i−1), (11)
where ζ is the photoionization rate, α(Te) is the radia-
tive recombination rate coefficient, αD(Te) is the dielec-
tronic recombination rate coefficient, C(Te) is the colli-
sional ionization rate coefficient, nZ,i is the number den-
sity of ion Z+i, ne is the electron number density, and Te
is the electron temperature. We neglect three-body re-
combination, which can become important at high den-
sities (ne > 10
17 cm−3; Bautista et al. 1998). The terms
on the left-hand side of equation (11) describe transi-
tions out of state i, and the terms on the right-hand
side describe transitions into state i from states i + 1
and i − 1, respectively. The photoionization rate in a
plasma at a distance r from an illuminating X-ray point
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Figure 10. Ne X rate coefficients for collisional ioniza-
tion (Arnaud & Rothenflug 1985; Mazzotta et al. 1998), ra-
diative recombination (Verner & Ferland 1996), and dielec-
tronic recombination (Mazzotta et al. 1998), as a function of
temperature.
source is
ζZ,i =
4piD2
4pir2
∫ ∞
Eion
Z,i
(
dN
dE
)
0
σZ,i(E) dE, (12)
where σ(E) is the photoionization cross-section, Eion is
the ionization energy, (dN/dE)0 is the unabsorbed illu-
minating photon continuum spectrum that we measure,
and D is our distance from the source.
Let us consider the case of hydrogen-like Ne X dur-
ing the bright 2010 spin-up observation. If we assume
Te = 10
7 K and take the observed 2010 continuum spec-
trum from Table 2 with distances r = 3.7 × 108 cm
and D = 3.5 kpc, then we obtain the rate coefficients
in Table 7. An examination of these coefficients reveals
two important points. First, from the temperature de-
pendence of the rate coefficients (see Figure 10), we see
that collisional ionization is only competitive with re-
combination for Te & 3 × 106 K. Second, given the
high photoionization rate (∼ 106 s−1), collisional ion-
ization can only play a significant role for high densi-
ties ne & 10
16 cm−3. Note that if photoionization is
neglected (ζZ,i = ζZ,i−1 = 0), then equation (11) is in-
dependent of ne, which divides out. In that case, the
ionization balance is set by Te via the rate cofficients,
and the resulting equilibrium is valid for any ne, as long
as the plasma remains optically thin.
In our case, however, we know that photoionization
must be taking place (from the irradiation), but we also
know that collisional ionization is dominant and that
Te ≈ 107 K (from our spectral fit). In order to use
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Table 7. Ionization, Recombination, and Abundances for Te = 10
7 K
Parameter Units Ne IX Ne X Ne XI Ref.
Photoionization ratea, ζz,i s
−1 2.3× 106 0.9× 106 · · · 1
Recombination rate coeff., αz,i(Te) cm
3 s−1 1.8× 10−13 4.3× 10−13 1.2 × 10−12 2
Dielectronic recombination rate coeff., αDz,i(Te) cm
3 s−1 1.3× 10−12 9.2× 10−13 · · · 3
Collisional ionization rate coeff., Cz,i(Te) cm
3 s−1 1.9× 10−11 6.4× 10−12 · · · 4, 3
Abundance fractionb relative to Ne X, ni/nNeX · · · 0.07 1.0 9.0 3
Ionization energy, Eion eV 1196 1362 · · · 1
References—(1) Verner & Yakovlev (1995); (2) Verner & Ferland (1996); (3) Mazzotta et al. (1998); (4) Arnaud & Rothenflug
(1985).
aComputed using r = 3.7× 108 cm, D=3.5 kpc, and (dN/dE)0 for the 2010 observation from Table 2.
bComputed assuming collisional ionization equilibrium.
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Figure 11. Ionization balance for highly-ionized Ne as a
function of temperature in collisional ionization equilibrium
(Mazzotta et al. 1998).
equation (11) to determine ne, we first need to spec-
ify the relative abundances of the different ionization
states of Ne (nZ,i+1/nZ,i and nZ,i−1/nZ,i). For sim-
plicity, we assume the ionization balance corresponding
to collisional ionization equilibrium, shown in Figure 11
(Mazzotta et al. 1998). Figure 12 then plots the two
sides of equation (11). The flat portion of the curves at
low density correspond to the regime where photoion-
ization dominates. The steep portion of the curves at
high density correspond to the regime where collisional
ionization dominates. Strictly speaking, the two curves
should lie on top of each other in this regime. They are
slightly displaced from one another in our figure because
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Figure 12. The left-hand (solid curve) and right-hand
(dashed curve) sides of equation (11) in the case of our 2010
observation of Ne X. The curves are dominated by photoion-
ization at ne and by collisional ionization at high ne. The
slight displacement of the two curves at high ne is due to the
approximations in our calculation (see text). The two curves
should be essentially identical in the high-ne limit, where the
solution is independent of ne and valid as long as the plasma
remains optically thin. The intersection shown thus reflects
a rough lower limit on ne For our geometry, we calculate in
§4.4 that the plasma is optically thin for ne < 6×10
18 cm−3.
our calculation is not completely self-consistent: our
ionization balance from Mazzotta et al. (1998) neglects
photoionization, and the rate coefficients they used to
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compute those relative abundances were not necessarily
identical to the ones we used in Table 7.
In actuality, the solution to equation (11) does not cor-
respond to a single intersection of the two curves in Fig-
ure 12. Rather, the equation admits a range of solutions
with the two curves joining into a single curve extending
to high density, where photoionization is negligible and
the equation becomes independent of ne. (At sufficiently
high density, the plasma will no longer be optically thin
and our model breaks down.) Within the uncertainties,
the intersection we see in Figure 12 thus corresponds
to an approximate lower limit on the electron density,
ne & 2×1017 cm−3. At this density, the photoionization
rate is comparable to the collisional ionization rate, but
with an ionization parameter of only log ξ ≈ 1.4. We
obtain similar results for O VIII. This temperature and
density combination is consistent with the atmosphere of
an X-ray heated neutron-star accretion disk in an LMXB
at a radius of order 108 cm (Jimenez-Garate et al. 2002).
If we repeat the same calculation for the faint spin-down
state, using an average of the 2000 and 2003 continuum
spectra and taking Te = 8×106 K and r = 8.3×108 cm,
we find ne & 1 × 1016 cm−3. The lower density is to be
expected, given the smaller ionizing luminosity and the
lower electron temperature.
4.4. Emission measure
We can calculate the emission measure of the hot com-
ponent of the line-emitting region by summing over the
normalizations of the center and both wings of the lines
in Table 6. For the 2010 spin-up observation,
EM = cos id
∫
β n2e dV = 3.2× 1057D23.5 cm−3, (13)
where D3.5 is the source distance in units of 3.5 kpc,
and we have used equation (2) and also accounted for
the projection effect of the disk inclination id. Similarly,
for the 2003 spin-down observation,
EM = cos id
∫
β n2e dV = 3.4× 1056D23.5 cm−3. (14)
We assume that the emitting region is an optically thin
annulus of inner radius rin, width ∆r, thickness ∆h, and
volume V ∼ 2pi rin∆h∆r in the disk atmosphere, on the
visible side of the disk. The radius rin is determined by
our diskline fits, yielding rin/rco of 0.5 and 1.3 for the
spin-up and spin-down observations, respectively. We
can use the same fits to estimate ∆r from the line emis-
sivity index q by assuming(
rin +∆r
rin
)q
=
1
e
, (15)
yielding ∆r/rin ≈ 0.3. Finally, we assume ∆h/rin ≈
0.01 from modeling of X-ray heated accretion disk at-
mospheres (Jimenez-Garate et al. 2002). This gives a
volume of
V = 6.6× 1023
(
rin/rco
0.5
)3(
∆r/rin
0.3
)(
∆h/rin
0.01
)
cm3
(16)
for the 2010 spin-up observation and
V = 1.2× 1025
(
rin/rco
1.3
)3(
∆r/rin
0.3
)(
∆h/rin
0.01
)
cm3
(17)
for the 2003 spin-down observation.
For the spin-up case, combining equations (13) and
(16) gives
β ≈ 0.6 D23.5 n−217
(
cos id
0.8
)−1(
rin/rco
0.5
)−3
×
(
∆r/rin
0.3
)−1(
∆h/rin
0.01
)−1
, (18)
where n17 is ne in units of 10
17 cm−3. As we show in Ap-
pendix B, a value of β < 0.83 is unphysical, so at least
one of the fiducial parameter values in equation (18) re-
quires adjustment. We estimated a rough lower limit of
n17 & 2 from the ionization conditions in §4.3, although
this is probably uncertain by a factor of a few, owing to
the approximations we made. The requirement that the
effective optical depth τeff =
√
τesτff for the collisional
plasma is less than unity yields an upper limit
n17 < 60 g¯
−1/3
ff
(
∆h/rin
0.01
)−2/3
, (19)
where τes is the optical depth for electron scatter-
ing, τff is the optical depth for free-free absorption
(computed for the wavelength of the Ne X line), and
g¯ff is the (order-unity) velocity-averaged Gaunt factor
(Rybicki & Lightman 1979). The formal requirement
that β > 0.83 also yields an upper limit of n17 < 0.9,
assuming the volume calculation above. Taken together,
our measurements favor values of roughly unity for both
n17 and β.
4.5. Nature of the mass donor
Previous studies have shown that there are three types
of Roche-lobe–filling mass donors possible for a 42 min
binary period: (1) a 0.02M⊙ degenerate dwarf with
binary inclination i . 33◦; (2) a 0.08M⊙ partially-
degenerate, H-depleted star with i . 8◦; and (3) a
0.6M⊙ He-burning star with i . 1.3
◦ (Levine et al.
1988; Verbunt et al. 1990; Chakrabarty 1998). Given
the inclination constraints, the a priori probabilities of
these three possibilities are 16%, 1%, and 0.03%, respec-
tively. If we assume that the inner disk inclination and
the binary inclination are identical (i = id), then we can
use our diskline fits from §2.3 to discriminate between
these possibilities. From equation (6) of Chakrabarty
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(1998), the stringent X-ray timing limits on the pulsar’s
orbit imply
sin i < 7.8× 10−3 q−1(1 + q)2/3M−1/31.4 P−2/342 , (20)
where Mx = 1.4M1.4M⊙ is the neutron star mass, Mc
is the companion mass, q = Mc/Mx is the binary mass
ratio, and Porb = 42P42 min is the binary period. Our
spectral-fit value of sin id = 0.63
+0.23
−0.15 thus yields q .
0.013, consistent with a ≃0.02 M⊙ degenerate donor.
Chakrabarty (1998) noted that such a donor would need
to lie at a distance of.1 kpc if its mass transfer rate were
driven by angular momentum loss due to gravitational
radiation,
M˙gw = 1.2× 10−11M8/31.4
( q
0.01
)2
M⊙ yr
−1, (21)
the usual assumption for ultracompact binaries (see re-
view by Verbunt & van den Heuvel 1995). However, our
measured mass accretion rate is an order of magnitude
larger than M˙gw. The higher rate might be driven by
X-ray heating of the mass donor (Lu¨ et al. 2017). What-
ever the reason, this eliminates any discrepancy with our
distance measurement.
Our emission measure analysis favors a β value of
around unity. From Appendix B, this is consistent with
a highly-evolved, H-poor main sequence remnant or a
He white dwarf donor. A C-O white dwarf donor would
have β & 40, and an O-Ne white dwarf donor would
have β & 100. Heinke et al. (2013) have also argued
for a He dwarf donor on the basis of binary evolution
and disk stability arguments. The only evidence against
this is the absence of detectable H and He lines in op-
tical spectroscopy (Werner et al. 2006; Nelemans et al.
2006). However, it is possible that the lines are weak
or absent due to most or all of the H and He being
completely ionized. Deeper optical spectroscopic mea-
surements should be able to place stronger constraints
on the H and He content of the donor.
4.6. Energetics of the line emission
The luminosity of the collisional plasma in the inner
disk atmosphere (including both the line emission and
the associated bremsstrahlung continuum) is
Lcoll = 3.4× 1034D23.5 erg s−1. (22)
The associated cooling time tc = (3/2)nekTeV/Lcoll is
of order milliseconds, so a continuous energy source is
required. The gravitational energy of the accretion flow
at the inner disk edge,
E˙acc ∼ GMxM˙
rin
= 5× 1033M−11.4
(
rin/rco
0.5
)−1
erg s−1,
(23)
is an order of magnitude too small. Magnetic recon-
nection in the disk truncation region is another possible
energy source. Assuming that the pulsar magnetic field
is dipolar,
B(r) = 3× 1012R310
( r
10 km
)−3
G, (24)
we can estimate the rate of energy extraction through
magnetic reconnection as
E˙mag=
B2(rin)
8pi
vA 4pirin∆rsheet (25)
=9× 1031R610
(vA
c
)(rin/rco
0.5
)−4
×
(
∆rsheet/rin
10−5
)
erg s−1 (26)
where vA is the Alfven velocity and ∆rsheet is the width
of the current sheet (de Gouveia Dal Pino et al. 2010).
This is over two orders of magnitude too small. How-
ever, we note that Lcoll is comparable to the fraction
f of the total pulsar luminosity Lx intercepted at nor-
mal incidence by the optically thick inner edge of the
accretion disk,
fLx=
(2pirin)(2hthick)
4pir2in
Lx (27)
=2× 1034
(
hthick/rin
0.01
)
erg s−1, (28)
where hthick is the height of the optically-thick disk.
This suggests that direct X-ray heating of the inner disk
edge may be responsible for powering the line emission,
with the emitting region lying in the atmosphere just
above the disk edge.
This may partially explain why 4U 1626−67 is the
only NS/LMXB in which strong collisional emission lines
are observed from the inner accretion disk. The H-poor
composition of the donor does not seem to be relevant,
as a H-rich solar-abundance plasma with the same den-
sity and temperature parameters would be a strong line
source as well. Instead, we suggest that it is a com-
bination of having a strongly magnetized pulsar, a low
Lx, and a low binary inclination that leads to observ-
able Keplerian disk lines. Most NS/LMXBs contain ac-
cretion disks that extend all the way into their weakly
magnetized neutron stars. The disk surface is heated
by grazing-incidence X-rays, and neither the energet-
ics nor the ionization conditions that we observed in
4U 1626−67 are reproduced. A magnetically truncated
disk may be necessary in order to achieve the required di-
rect radiative heating of the disk mid-plane. If Lx is too
high, then photoionization might completely ionize the
inner disk atmosphere, eliminating line emission. (This
could also occur if the pulsar’s magnetic field strength is
too weak, leading to a smaller inner disk radius.) And
finally, a low inclination angle (. 60◦; Frank et al. 1987)
allows a direct line of sight to the inner disk region. This
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orientation has an a priori probability of 50% for an en-
semble of binaries with isotropically-distributed orbital
angular momentum vectors.
There are few other strongly magnetized pulsars
among LMXBs. The 1.24 s accreting pulsar Her X-
1 should experience similar direct heating of its trun-
cated disk edge. However, the eclipsing nature of
this source establishes it as a high-inclination binary
(i & 80◦; Joss & Rappaport 1984), so the atmosphere
of its inner accretion disk is presumably blocked from
our direct view by the flaring of its outer disk. In-
stead, the photoionization spectrum observed from the
Her X-1 arises in the outer disk and a disk corona
(Jimenez-Garate et al. 2005; Ji et al. 2009). Similarly,
the 0.59 s accreting pulsar 4U 1822−371 is also ob-
served at high inclination (i ≃ 82◦; Hellier & Mason
1989; Heinz & Nowak 2001) and has a complex pho-
toionization spectrum that arises in the disk corona and
the impact point of the accretion stream onto the disk
(Cottam et al. 2001; Ji et al. 2011).
The 0.467-s bursting pulsar transient GRO J1744-28
is a more promising candidate, as it may have a small
inclination (i . 10◦; Finger et al. 1996; Daumerie et al.
1996). However, its inclination may be too low to
detect a Keplerian profile. We note that an XMM-
Newton/EPIC-pn CCD observation of the source near
the peak of its 2014 outburst (Lx = 2 × 1038 erg s−1)
found evidence for a complex of broadened, highly ion-
ized emission lines of Si, Ar, Ca, and Fe that were as-
cribed to photoionization and possibly disk reflection
(D’Aı` et al. 2015). A higher-resolution HETGS obser-
vation later in the outburst (Lx = 8× 1037 erg s−1) de-
tected only a broad Fe fluorescence line (Degenaar et al.
2014). It would be interesting to consider whether
any of the emission features from the earlier observa-
tion might instead arise in a collisionally ionized atmo-
sphere near the inner disk edge, although the high Lx
makes the conditions very different than in 4U 1626−67.
An observation much later in an outburst, when Lx ∼
1036 erg s−1, would be most likely to find conditions
similar to 4U 1626−67.
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APPENDIX
A. ULTRAVIOLET DE-EXCITATION OF HE-LIKE TRIPLETS
In the He-like triplet lines of O VII and Ne IX observed in 4U 1626−67, the intercombination line (i) is much
stronger than the forbidden line (f). Normally, a small value for the line ratio f/i indicates a very high electron
density. However, another possibility is that the upper level of the forbidden transition is depopulated by a strong
ultraviolet (UV) continuum into the upper levels of the intercombination lines (Porquet et al. 2010). As it happens,
there is a strong UV continuum (from the accretion disk) present in 4U 1626−67 (Homer et al. 2002). Here, we
demonstrate that UV de-excitation prevents the use of the f/i ratio as an accurate density diagnostic in this source.
Our calculation follows the analysis by Marshall et al. (2013) for SS 433.
The forbidden line in the He-like triplets arises from the 2 3S1 → 1 1S0 transition and has a spontaneous decay rate
of (Smith et al. 2001)
Af =
{
9.77× 103 s−1 for Ne IX
9.12× 102 s−1 for O VII. (A1)
These downward forbidden transitions will compete with UV photoabsorption in upward 2 3S1 → 2 3PJ transitions,
with total angular momentum quantum number J = {0, 1, 2}. The photoabsorption rate for an upward transition
1→ 2 is
Rpa = B12Jν =
c2
2hν3
g2
g1
A21Jν , (A2)
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Table 8. ATOMIC TRANSITION DATA FOR He-LIKE
IONS
Ne IX O VII
State g λ (A˚) A21 (s
−1) λ (A˚) A21 (s
−1)
2 3S1 3 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2 3P0 1 1277.7 1.01× 10
8 1639.9 7.97× 107
2 3P1 3 1272.8 1.05× 10
8 1638.3 8.1× 107
2 3P2 5 1248.1 1.13× 10
8 1623.7 8.41× 107
Note—All values are from the APED database
(Smith et al. 2001), http://atomdb.org
where A21 and B12 are the Einstein coefficients; g1 and g2 are statistical weights for the lower and upper states,
respectively; and Jν is the mean intensity of the incident radiation field (Rybicki & Lightman 1979). The relevant
parameters for these transitions are given in Table 8.
The incident UV field arises from the accretion disk surface. We model the disk as flat and thin, with inner radius
r1 and outer radius r2. (A flared disk would simply amplify the UV illumination.) We assume that the emission line
region is located at a height z above the inner disk annulus at r = r1. Let us consider a point in this region, located
at cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z) = (r1, 0, z). Viewed from this point, the solid angle subtended by an area element
on the disk surface at (r, φ, 0) is
dΩ =
dA cos θ
R2
=
zr dr dφ
R3
, (A3)
where θ is the angle between the line of sight and the vertical (parallel to the z-axis), and R = (r2−2r1r cosφ+r21+z2)1/2
is the line-of-sight distance from the point to the area element. The mean intensity is then
Jν =
1
4pi
∫
Iν dΩ (A4)
=
1
4pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫ r2
r1
Bν(T [r]) zr dr dφ
(r2 − 2r1r cosφ+ r21 + z2)3/2
, (A5)
where Iν is the specific intensity, Bν(T ) is the Planck function,
Bν =
2hν3/c2
ehν/kT − 1 , (A6)
and the temperature is
T (r) =
(
3GMM˙
8piσr3
)1/4
(A7)
for a viscously heated disk (neglecting X-ray heating6). For nominal values of r1 = 3.7 × 108 cm, r2 = 2 × 1010 cm,
M = 1.4M⊙, M˙ = 1.7 × 10−10M˙⊙ yr−1, and z = 0.02 r1 in 4U 1626−67 (see §4.4), we find through numerical
integration that
Jν =
{
0.021 erg cm−2 s−1Hz−1 sr−1 at 1250 A˚
0.015 erg cm−2 s−1Hz−1 sr−1 at 1630 A˚
(A8)
6 X-ray heating of the disk in 4U 1626−67 will begin to dominate
viscous heating at r & 109 cm (Chakrabarty 1998). This will
tend to amplify the amount of UV deexcitation.
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for the wavelengths corresponding to Ne IX and O VII, respectively. In order to compute the total photoabsorption
rate, we must sum over the three possible upper states
Rpa=
2∑
J=0
B12,J Jν(νJ ) (A9)
=
c2
2g1h
2∑
J=0
g2,J A21,J
ν3J
Jν(νJ). (A10)
where the atomic transition data are given in Table 8. Finally, we can compute the ratio of the photoabsorption rate
to the forbidden line decay rate,
Rpa
Af
=
{
3500 for Ne IX
4.4× 104 for O VII. (A11)
As noted above, we neglected flaring of the accretion disk height with radius as well as X-ray heating of the outer disk.
Both of these effects would only tend to increase Rpa. Given that Rpa/Af ≫ 1, we find that UV photoabsorption
dominates for both ions, rendering the He-like triplets unusable as a density diagnostic in 4U 1626−67. Their use as
a temperature diagnostic, however, is unaffected.
B. EMISSION MEASURE IN A HYDROGEN-DEPLETED COLLISIONAL PLASMA
In this Appendix, we show how to correctly interpret the fit normalization from the APEC spectral model for
optically-thin, collisionally ionized plasmas (Smith et al. 2001) for the case of a plasma containing no H or He.
B.1. Background
For simplicity, we consider a two-level system (with upper level k and lower level j) of an element with atomic
number Z in ionization state p in a plasma. The volume line emissivity (in units of ph cm−3 s−1) of the downward
radiative transition is
Pkj = nk Akj , (B12)
where nk is the number density in energy level k and Akj is the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission in the
k → j transition (in units of s−1). The corresponding line flux (in units of ph cm−2 s−1) for an extended source region
at distance D is
Fkj =
∫
Pkj dV
4piD2
. (B13)
We can express nk in terms of the plasma conditions (Mewe 1999),
nk =
(
nk
nZ,p
)(
nZ,p
nZ
)(
nZ
nH
)(
nH
ne
)
ne, (B14)
where nZ,p, nZ , nH, and ne are the number densities for ionization state p, element Z, hydrogen, and electrons,
respectively. On the right hand side, the first factor represents the level population, the second factor the ionization
balance, the third factor the elemental abundance, and the fourth factor the hydrogen-to-electron ratio. Neglecting
radiative excitations and stimulated emission, the collisional equilibrium condition at temperature T is
nj ne qjk(T ) = nk Akj + nk ne qkj(T ), (B15)
where qjk(T ) and qkj(T ) are the collisional rate coefficients (in units of cm
3 s−1) for electron-impact excitation and
de-excitation, respectively. Except at very high density7, the de-excitation term on the right-hand side is negligible
and Akj ≫ ne qjk, so that nearly all the ions are in the ground state j (that is, nk ≪ nj). We can hence write
nZ,p=nj + nk (B16)
≈nj . (B17)
We can then re-write equation (B12) as
Pkj =nj ne qjk (B18)
=nZ,p ne qjk. (B19)
7 For the Ne X Lyα line at 12.13 A˚ at T = 107 K, the conditions
ne qkj ≪ Akj and Akj ≫ ne qjk are both satisfied if ne ≪
1023 cm−3. We can generally assume that any optically-thin
collisional plasma obeys ne ≪ ncrit, where ncrit = Akj/qkj is
the so-called critical density.
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B.2. Ordinary hydrogen-rich plasmas
Ordinarily, hydrogen is by far the dominant ion species in an astrophysical plasma. It is then convenient to write
the volume line emissivity as
Pkj = ne nH
[(
nZ,p
nZ
)(
nZ
nH
)
⊙
qjk
]
Ab(Z), (B20)
where
Ab(Z) =
(
nZ
nH
)/(
nZ
nH
)
⊙
(B21)
is the number abundance of element Z relative to H, expressed as a fraction of the solar abundance ratio (nZ/nH)⊙. The
factor in square brackets in equation (B20) is the line emissivity εkj(T ) per unit ne and nH (in units of ph cm
3 s−1) in
a solar-abundance plasma. (The APEC models use the APED atomic physics database8 to calculate level populations
and qjk, and hence εkj(T ), as a function of temperature.)
In addition to line emission, a collisional plasma also emits bremsstrahlung (free-free) continuum radiation with
volume emissivity (in units of erg cm−3 s−1 Hz−1)
εffν = Cff(T )ne nH
∑
Z
CZ(T )
(
nZ
nH
)
⊙
Ab(Z), (B22)
with
Cff(T ) =
32pie6
3mec3
(
2pi
3mekT
)1/2
exp(−hν/kT ), (B23)
and
CZ(T ) =
∑
p
Q2Z,p
(
nZ,p
nZ
)
g¯ff(QZ,p, T ), (B24)
where ν is the emission frequency; QZ,p is the effective charge of ionization state p for element Z; e and me are the
charge and mass of the electron; and g¯ff(QZ,p, T ) is the velocity-averaged Gaunt factor (Rybicki & Lightman 1979).
Even though we are discussing a H-rich plasma, we have explicitly written Equation (B22) to include the contribution
of all the ions for completeness. Note that although the Gaunt factor is of order unity, it is a nonlinear function of Q2Z,p,
so it can vary significantly for different ions and ionization states (van Hoof et al. 2014). This can be an important
effect when H does not dominate the composition. We have assumed that the electrons and all the ions are at the
same temperature.
The fit parameters of the APEC models are temperature T and the elemental abundance multipliers Ab(Z). The
fit normalization is proportional to the volume emission measure
EM =
∫
ne nH dV. (B25)
For a known volume and electron-to-hydrogen ratio, EM can be used to determine ne. In an ordinary astrophysical
plasma, nearly all the electrons come from the ionization of H and He, with only a negligible contribution from heavier
elements. For a solar-abundance plasma that is hot enough for both H and He to be completely ionized,
ne ≃ nH + 2nHe ≃ 1.2nH. (B26)
Metal abundances do not change the ratio ne/nH in a hydrogen-rich plasma by more than a few percent.
B.3. Hydrogen-depleted plasma
In a hydrogen-depleted plasma, it is the heavier elements that provide the unbound electrons. A given emission
measure will then imply a different ne than in the hydrogen-rich case. We can rewrite the volume emissivities in terms
of the overall ion density ni (which includes all heavy elements),
ni =
∑
Z
nZ . (B27)
8 See http://atomdb.org and Smith et al. (2001).
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For the volume line emissivity, equation (B20) becomes
Pkj = n
2
e
(
ni
ne
)(
nZ,p
nZ
)(
nZ
ni
)
qjk, (B28)
while for the volume bremsstrahlung emissivity, equation (B22) becomes
εffν = Cff(T )n
2
e
(
ni
ne
)∑
Z
CZ(T )
(
nZ
ni
)
. (B29)
We now re-write the emission measure in equation (B25) as
EM =
∫
β n2e dV. (B30)
For a solar-abundance plasma, equation (B26) yields β = 0.83. In cases where H and He are heavily depleted or
absent, however, β must be computed using the fit values for the abundances and an assumed plasma composition and
ionization state. It is thus a correction factor specific to an observation, rather an intrinsic property of a particular
plasma composition. We can compute β from either the measured lines or the continuum. For the lines, comparing
equations (B20) and (B28) yields
βline =
(
ni
ne
)(
nZ
ni
)(
nZ
nH
)−1
⊙
1
Ab(Z)
. (B31)
For the continuum, comparing equations (B22) and (B29) yields
βff =
(
ni
ne
) ∑
Z
CZ(T )
(
nZ
ni
)
∑
Z
CZ(T )
(
nZ
nH
)
⊙
Ab(Z)
. (B32)
Since the same emission measure applies to the lines and the continuum, we expect βline = βff ≡ β. However, it is
clearly more straightforward to compute β from lines, since βff depends upon the detailed composition and ionization
state of the entire plasma instead of just the ion-to-electron ratio of a single species.
B.4. Application to 4U 1626−67
Our observations of 4U 1626−67 detected lines of Ne and O in what is presumed to be a plasma devoid of H. We
will use equation (B31) to compute β. From our collisional model fit parameters for the 2010 data, we can calculate
that the relative abundance of Ne and O is
nNe
nO
=
Ab(Ne)
Ab(O)
(
nNe
nH
)
⊙
(
nO
nH
)−1
⊙
= 0.46± 0.14, (B33)
where our measured values of Ab(Ne)=2.6±0.5 and Ab(O)=0.8±0.2 are taken from Table 6, and the solar abundance
ratios are from Anders & Grevesse (1989). If we assume that the plasma consists of only Ne and O, then we can write
ni = nO + nNe ≃ 1.46nO. (B34)
Approximating the plasma as fully ionized, we then have
ne = 8nO + 10nNe = 12.6nO, (B35)
and find that ni/ne = 0.12. Then, using either the Ne or O fit abundances, equation (B31) yields β = 120.
We now consider the possibility that there is also C present. Even though there are no features of C in the HETGS
bandpass, the presence of C would still affect the electron population. We take the mass fractions of C and O to be
equal (Segretain et al. 1994). This is equivalent to setting 12nC = 16nO, or nC/nO = 4/3. We then have
ni = nC + nO + nNe = nO(1.33 + 1 + 0.46) = 2.79nO, (B36)
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Figure 13. Emission-measure correction factor β as a function of hydrogen (left) and helium (right) burned in a white dwarf
progenitor, calculated for a Ne/O number ratio of 0.46.
and for a fully-ionized plasma,
ne = 6nC + 8nO + 10nNe = 20.6nO, (B37)
yielding ni/ne = 0.13. From equation (B31), we find β ≃ 70.
Finally, we consider the general case of an arbitrary donor composition. We start with a solar-composition progenitor
and proceed through both hydrogen-burning and helium-burning phases while enforcing our observed Ne/O number
ratio. We first calculate the evolution of β as we burn the H to He via the (net) pp reaction,
4 1H→ 4He + 2e+ + 2νe + 2γ.
After all the H is burned, we then calculate the evolution of β as we burn He to C via the triple-α reaction,
3 4He→ 12C + γ.
During He burning, some of the resulting C will burn to O, and some of the O to Ne, via the reactions
12C+ 4He→ 16O+ γ
16O+ 4He→ 20Ne + γ.
We assume that the rate of C and O production is such that equal masses of each element are produced. Thus, for
every 24 He atoms burned, we produce 4 C atoms and 3 O atoms. We further assume that the rate of Ne production
is such that our observed Ne/O fraction of 0.46 by number is maintained. We approximate the plasma as fully ionized
for the purposes of this calculation. We then use equation (B31) to calculate β. The resulting evolution of β and ni/ne
as a function of the fraction of H or He burned in the progenitor is shown in Figure 13. In a H-burning progenitor,
β increases from 0.83 to 1.4. In a He-burning progenitor, β further increases to around 70 by the time all the He is
burned to C, O, and Ne.
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